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fare il frutto Dior's perfumes are among the most influential haute couture collections ever — and one of the most coveted. Martine Sitbon's Bal a Dior is at once glacial and explosive —
a fragrant, extravagant, and expensive behemoth of a scent that demands to be worn in the "shoes" of its namesake house. The media recently referred to Dior as "the king" of perfume.
Christian Dior has been named person of the year by the French perfume awards and found his way into the top-10 most powerful men in the world today. He is, in short, a
contemporary king. Christian Dior wanted to design a fragrance that was not immediately recognizable, with distinct longevity and a remarkably unique smell. He originally started the
search with no model, only a vision, deciding with his perfumer Jacques Polge to incorporate notes reminiscent of the Balmain scent he had created the year before, Lilas et Or, but
drawn in a new language. As Dior stated, "I wanted a fragrance with a strong line." The beginning was great, with a powerful vetivert and cedar-like dominant note, but it didn't breathe
right. After numerous trials, the laboratory created a cocktail of topis, tansy, and lily of the valley. It was close, but it just wasn't it. Yet, Dior thought to himself, a very rich aroma of
vetivert and cedar can go a long way. Ultimately, Dior found his ideal scent in a musky tuberose, and its floral intensity was realized with the addition of rose and jasmine. The lingering
impression was truly extraordinary. In 1966, the notes were blended with two top notes of iris and orange blossom water; the name "Dior" was added in 1971. Dior's first fragrance was
an immediate success, hailed by the press and won the prestigious Le Figaro Perfume Star Award. It also took off critically, with critics lauding Dior's originality and style. It was clear
from the beginning that Dior was not only developing his perfumes on a commercial level,
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